
Kali�Linux
a distribtion of Linux

that is widely used for
penetration testing.

Information�Gathering
The purpose of these software

 or applications is to collect and
format data in a usable form.
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Vulnerability�Analysis
These tools identify system

vulnerabilities that could result in
security breaches and data loss.
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Web�Application�Analysis
Web applicationanalysis tools

check websites for bugs or loopholes
that could result in data loss.
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Database�Assessment
These applications are designed to access
and analyze databases for various security

issues and potential attacks.
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Password�Attacks
These tools handle wordlists or password

ists to check login credentials across
various services and protocols.
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Wireless�Attacks
Wireless attack tools are used to crack wireless
security, including breaking and manipulating

access points and Wi-Fi routers.
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Reverse�Engineering
Reverse Engineering involves breaking down software

layers to create cracks and patchesfor various
applications and services.
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Exploitation�Tools
Exploitation tools are utilized for exploiting

various systems such as personal computers and
mobile phones.
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Sniffing�and�Spoofing
Sniffing is the secret access of unauthorized data

over a network, while spoofing involves hiding one's true
identity and creating a fake one for illegal or unauthorized activities.
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Post�Exploitation
These tools utilize back doors to regain access

to vulnerable systems, thereby maintaining
control over the machine.
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Forensics
Forensic specialists employ these

tools to retrieve information from systems
and storage devices.
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Reporting�Tools
These tools generate statistics and

information to aid in analysis.

Social�Engineering
These tools, as the name implies, mimic common

services and collect personal information
through deception.
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